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A SMALL STROUHAL NUMBER ANALYSIS FOR
ACOUSTIC WAVE-JET FLOW-PIPE INTERACTION
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Asymptotic expansions for small Strouhal number, valid for arbitrary subsonic Mach
number, are derived for the solution of a simple problem of the interaction between an
acoustic wave, a jet flow and a pipe, based on Munt's [ l ] exact formal solution. These
expansions relate to the pressure and velocity fluctuations in the jet flow and in the far
field, and to the reflection coefficient, end-impedance and end-correctionfor the reflected
wave in the pipe. The field inside the flow is compared with experiments. The influence
of a Kutta condition at the lip of the pipe is shown to be highly significant.
1. INTRODUCTION

Aerodynamic noise is usually an unwanted by-product of flow in technical applications.
Of all the kinds, aircraft noise is probably most annoying, as it involves a great amount
of acoustic energy and is produced in open air. A major aim of today's aircraft industries
is therefore the reduction of this noise, and since jet noise has always been a main
component of this aircraft noise, much research has been devoted to it. As a consequence,
most of the general theoretical results in aeroacoustics have been tested only for the
relatively complex situation of a jet flow, in which it is not always possible to isolate the
specific theoretical aspect of interest. One can try to "clean up" the experiments, but
even so it can still be difficult to decide whether the mechanism studied plays its imputed
role or not. The other way to let experiments and theory meet each other is to refine
the theoretical model to include elements which are important and inevitable in reality,
although usually the model becomes as complicated as it is comprehensive. An example
with typically this history is the study of the problem of the interaction of sound with a
thin mixing layer, started by Miles [2] and Ribner [3] and culminating in Munt's [l] work.
Munt considered a semi-infinite circular thin-walled pipe from which issues into an
inviscid medium a subsonic jet with "top hat" profile. Sound speed and mean density
in and outside the jet may differ, while the ambient medium also flows in the same
direction as, but more slowly than, the jet. The mixing layer is modelled by a cylindrical
vortex sheet. The jet is perturbed by sound waves coming from inside the pipe. The
possibility of instabilities is taken into account. The condition of smooth behaviour near
the edge (Kutta condition) is applied (only possible if instabilities are included; see
section 4). The problem is linearized according to the acoustic approximation. This model
looks quite simple when compared with reality, particularly downstream in the jet, and
it was not at all clear beforehand if convincing agreement with experiments would be
obtained. A two dimensional variant of Munt's solution found by Crighton and Leppington [4] and Morgan [S] is difficult to test, while Savkar's [6] solution, only differing from
Munt's in that no instabilities or Kutta condition are included, failed to give good
agreement. However, Munt did find a remarkably good agreement for the far field
directivity pattern [l] as well as for the open end reflection coefficient [7], and'recently
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Howe [g] showed that Munt's model includes essentially correctly the near field
phenomenon of vortex shedding from the tube lip and its acoustic implications. Quoting
Bechert [g]: "All results of this theory fit the available experimental data within the
error band width of these experiments. This is quite an unusual situation in aeroacoustics".
This success provides a sufficient motive to proceed on the way indicated by Munt.
Although the completeness of Munt's solution is just its power, this goes at the same
time together with a complicated form, amenable only to a numerical evaluation. To
provide some insight therefore, and with care taken to incorporate all the qualities of
the exact solution, in the present paper, in a small Strouhal nuqber asymptotic approximation, explicit analytical expressions are constructed valid for 'all subsonic Mach numbers
not close to unity, with the aid of a method suggested by Boersma [10], to be explained
f below in section,,4. With this low-frequency assumption all the modes of the sound in
the tube are cut-off, except for the plane wave. A somewhat simpler version of Munt's
problem is considered: i.e., no flowing ambient medium, and a uniform sound speed and
mean density (cold jet). It is possible to relax this restriction. As reported elsewhere in
more detail [l11 the present method is also applicable when one has a slow ambient
flow and sound speed and mean density ratios of order one (relative to the small Strouhal
number). In the present paper, however, the concentration is on the basic physical
processes and the necessary mathematical details of the method. Related calculations
were carried out recently by Howe [g] and Cargill [12], concerning the modulus of the
far field and the modulus of the reflection coefficient, with the Kutta condition applied.
These solutions are not all systematically derived from Munt's exact solution, like ours,
but they are, where comparable, in agreement with the present results.
More specifically the influence of application of the Kutta condition at the pipe lip is
investigated, possible only when vortex shedding and instabilities are taken into account,
by comparing the Kutta condition solution (Munt's solution) and the stable variant (in
fact Savkar's [6] solution). (The acoustic singularity at the edge, viz. a pressure behaving
like l/rl/' at the flow side, can be relieved by the shedding of vorticity; this vorticity
triggers an instability if the mean flow is discontinuous across the edge streamline as is
the case here. For one particular rate of vortex shedding the edge singularity is completely
removed (Kutta condition) and turned into an rl/'-behaviour.) The Kutta condition will
be seen to be, at least in the lower Strouhal number range, crucial in Munt's solution,
and cannot be ignored as was done by, e.g., Savkar [6], or Mungur and Plumblee [13].
A principal difficulty in Munt's analysis is how to select which instability of the jet is
to be included, since sometimes (although not for the present case with small Strouhal
number) more than only the cylindrical Helmholtz instability seem possible. These other,
"secondary", modes [14,15] are rapidly growing with an outgoing phase velocity but
carrying a probably ingoing energy, and they are "physically unlikely", but a proper
additional boundary condition to exclude them in the mathematical problem is not readily
at hand. Munt found that application of a causality condition (to consider the source
being activated at some time long ago) could resolve this issue, since then the Helmholtz
instability remains as the only one possible. The author's view, however, is that this
causality condition is physically not very well founded. This will be discussed in detail
in section 2. Although no definite alternative will be given, the (for the moment) most
relevant argument for the Helmholtz instability will be argued to be the analogy with
the two-dimensional variant of the present problem, for which the solution is unambiguous
without causality considerations.
In section 3 the problem is formulated, the formal exact solutions are given in section
4, the clue to the approximations is derived in section 5, and the expressions obtained
for the field in the flow and the far field are constructed and discussed in section 6.
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2. CAUSALITY AND KUTTA CONDITION

In this section the condition of causality, as introduced above, is considered in more
detail. The definition of this causality is that the stationary field, as described by the
mathematical model, viz. the differential equation and boundary conditions, is assumed
to be started at some time long ago. So it is basically a mathematical 'boundary condition.
Therefore, since one is, nevertheless, trying to model a physical problem, there is behind
this causality condition the question of its physical relevance: i.e., whether it indeed
relates to a physical mechanism whose absence from the model was responsible for a
non-unique solution.
The absence of the start of the source itself is not to blame for being the most important
missing aspect of the mathematical model.
Although in physical reality a time-harmonic behaviour can never be achieved for all
time, the start of the source can always be put so far back in time that it is hidden by
the inherent variety of small perfurbations. So if this mathematical non-uniqueness
reflects in any way the physics of the problem, it would have to come up from experiments
as well. Yet, experiments are well reproducible [16,17], and there is no evidence that
the start of the source is important. What is really meant when introducing an argument
of causality is that the source is considered to cause the field in the sense that the net
energy propagates away from the source region. However, for the present model this
cannot be determined yet and maybe never at all. In the simpler configuration of an
acoustic field without mean flow or vortex shedding, it can be shown [l81 that the above
causality condition implies an outward energy flux, but this has still to be done for the
present case, since no satisfactory definition for acoustic energy exists in a mean flow
with vorticity [19]t. At the same time, it is not certain, at least in principle, whether an
outward energy flux is always the correct condition, since the main flow may couple to
the acoustic field, absorbing or supplying acoustic energy (both are possible [20]), and
invalidating the principle of conserved energy. So if in a problem nothing is known of
the sources of energy or the way the energy propagates, it is preferable, instead of using
a causality condition, to try to extend the model by including viscosity, non-linearities,
or a more detailed geometry, to obtain ultimately a model so close to reality that the
solution is unambiguous. Although often the mathematical problem becomes untractable
then, it is possible for a simpler version of the present problem to remove non-uniqueness
difficulties by improving the modelling of the physical reality. At the same time this
reveals so clearly the physical mechanism of the generation of the instability, that the
author believes the same mechanism acts in this problem.
Consider a plane doubly infinite vortex sheet, separating a uniform subsonic flow from
a stagnant flow, irradiated by a time harmonic line source, as studied by Jones and
Morgan [21]. They found a non-unique solution with the Helmholtz instability as the
eigensolution. By applying the above causality condition (of the source being switched
on long ago), they could determine an amplitude of this instability uniquely. Later, the
model was extended by Crighton and Leppington [4] and Morgan [5] to include a
semi-infinite plate with trailing edge from which the vortex sheet develops. A set of
causal solutions was found, only one of which satisfied the Kutta condition. However,
causality was not necessary at all to determine the solution in a unique manner; the
remaining unknown constant (the amplitude of the instability) is determined uniquely
just by the edge condition (i.e., the Kutta condition). Any other boundary condition is
superfluous [22]. Even more, it is more-or-less accidental that this Kutta condition
t Note: In the irrotational parts of the field, like the still medium or the uniform mean flow, an energy flux
vector can be defined, and may inform us about some unacceptable sources. For instance, waves from sources
at (irrotational parts of) infinity can be excluded.
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solution is causal, since very easily non-causal, but still physically very acceptable,
solutions can be constructed, if frequency dependent edge conditions are taken into
consideration. So, when one assumes the edge condition to be most essential, causality
is, in this case, not only superfluous, but might even conflict with the other boundary
conditions.
In another way, the role of the edge dominates any effect of causality too. One could,
in the Crighton and Leppington [4] problem, try to remove the plate away from the
source region, to obtain a natural solution of the harmonic problem without plate. If
causality is more essential than the edge condition, the Jones and Morgan [21] solution
would result. This is, however, not the case. In fact, the field becomes singular everywhere
[22]. The instability part tends to infinity like exp (kxo(l+ i ) / ~ ) ~ , / x for
i ' ~plate position
-xo+ -a,source position (0, y,) fixed and Mach number M small. (Apply Crighton and
Leppington's small Mach number approximation to their equation (2.49).) The "distance
attenuation" (I/X:'~) and decreasing angle (y,/xo) is overshadowed by the exponential.
(This is not implying that the Jones and Morgan solution is erroneous. What one actually
has is a non-uniform double limit of plate edge and start of the source both going to
infinity. The "Jones and Morgan instability" is a transient response, while the other
develops from the edge.)
So one concludes that for the two-dimensional subsonic cold jet the problem of the
Helmholtz instability generation is completely solved via the role of the edge condition.
For a three-dimensional variant it is not fully solved, although one can argue, by analogy,
that the (corresponding) Helmholtz instability is the only instability to be included, with
an amplitude determined by the edge condition. But for problems with less in common,
as for example the leading edge vortex generation studied recently by Goldstein [23],
this analogy is speculative (see also the review paper of Crighton [24]).
For the present problem with a circular jet the matter is not discussed further, and
the analogy with the two-dimensional problem is adopted.
3. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

In an inviscid medium a subsonic uniform jet flow with velocity U. from a semi-infinite
cylindrical rigid pipe with diameter D is perturbed by plane harmonic sound waves with
frequency f * coming from inside the pipe; see Figure 1. The fluid outside is at rest
relative to the pipe. Mean density po, mean sound speed c. and mean pressure p. are
equal inside and outside the flow. Beside viscosity, thermal conductivity and all nonlinearities will also be ignored. The cylinder is specified by r* = ;D, z * < 0 in cylindrical
polar co-ordinates (r*, 6, z *), and the position of the undisturbed vortex layer, separating
the jet from the ambient fluid, is given by r* = $D, z* > 0. One can introduce a potential
C$*for the velocity perturbations. The pressure perturbations are denoted by p* and the
perturbations in density by p *. The time variable is t*. The problem is made dimensionless
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Figure 1. Sketch of the problem.
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by introducing

4 DUO,
r = r*/$D,
z = Z*/$D,
t = t*uo/$D,
w =f *rDIUo,
P = P */PO,
P = P*/POU~.
The Mach number is M = Uo/co (where M < l ) , the Strouhal number is w and the
Helmholtz number is k = wM =f*rD/co (note the factor r difference from the usual
definition). Finally, w will be taken small to derive explicit expressions for axial velocity
4, and pressure p inside the flow and pressure p outside in the far field from their
respective exact analytic expressions in integral form. Munt's terminology is adopted
with a few obvious simplifications. As usual, dependent variables are for convenience
taken complex.
The primary wave
coming from inside the pipe, is given by
l+M
[aiTexp(-iE

z+iwt),

40(r, 8, z, t ) = a40(z)exp (iwt) =

r.11

.

(3.1)

In this way the incident wave is normalized on pressure. The dimensionless amplitude
a is taken small enough for linearization. As usual, the solution is assumed to have the
same time and angle 8 dependence as the primary wave. So here the solution is
independent of 8, and dependent on time through the factor exp (iwt); this factor, as
well as the amplitude a, will be suppressed throughout. It is advantageous to write
For convenience, to exclude incoming waves from infinity r + CO,the dimensionless wave
number will be considered as a complex variable in a lower half of the complex plane.
Therefore one writes
Finally the limit S + 0 will be taken.
The dimensionless position of the vortex sheet is given by

When the acoustic approximation p = ~ ' pis applied one obtains, with the above
conventions, the following equations (indices z and r denote differentiation with respect
to those variables):

(lZZ+(l/r)(r+,), +k2(l -2ikM(l, -M2(l,,

= 0,

r <l ,

(3.5)

The boundary conditions are as usual (where l + , 1- mean upper, lower limit),
(l,(l,z) =O, z <O,
p ( l + , z ) = p ( l - , z), z >O,
(lr(l+, z ) =iwh(z), z >0,
$,(l-, z)=iwh(z)+h,(z), z >0,
(l(0, z ) finite.

(3.9,3.10)
(3.11, 3.12)
(3.13)

The indices s and k will denote the stable and Kutta condition solution respectively.
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The two edge conditions to be considered are in explicit form: for the Kutta condition
that the pressure be finite, which is equivalent to assuming

while the condition for the stable solution is relaxed to allow the pressure to have an
integrable singularity and uniqueness is assured by requiring the field to vanish at infinity.
This is equivalent to

4. EXACT SOLUTION

To obtain a causal solution (see section 2) Munt put first S = &r, constructed with
spatial Fourier transforms and the Wiener-Hopf technique [25] a solution satisfying the
Kutta condition, and found the physical solution afterwards via analytical continuation
in k to real values of k (i.e., S +O). Also, without particular attention to causality
properties of the solution, this is a convenient way to obtain with Fourier transformation
the set of unstable solutions one is looking for here. What happens, when k is about
imaginary, is that the Helmholtz instability is damped so much that the exponential
growth is turned into a decay, giving a solution, Fourier transformable in the ordinary
sense, which would otherwise be sifted out by a solution method based on Fourier
transformation. Although the stable solution can be found the same way (but with another
choice, i.e., zero, of the instability amplitude), the above argument indicates immediately
a more simple approach, namely to leave S near zero right from the start, and let the
Fourier transformation sift out the only Fourier transformable solution, viz. the stable
solution.
Details of the relevant calculations can be found in references [l] and [4], just the
description of the solutions is sufficient here.
To start with one has S small and positive. Then one can define the following half
planes in the complex U plane,
R + ={U E C (1mU >tan S (Re U - (1 +M)-')}, R- ={U E C 11m U <tan S (Re U + l)},
(4.1,4.2)
and the strip, common to R+ and R-,

The square roots
v+(u)= (1 -

v-(U)= (1 +u)ll2,

(4.4, 4.5)

are defined as principal branches, i.e., u,(O) = w,(0) = 1, and the branch cuts run along
the real axis to infinity, not crossing the origin. They define the functions
v = v+v- and

W = w+w-,

(4.8)

in accord with the definition of Jones and Morgan [21] and Morgan [5], but not with
that of Munt (Munt's v and W correspond to our W and v, respectively). The functions
X and p, playing a central role, are defined as
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where J, is the nth order Bessel function of the first kind, and H': the nth order Hankel
function of the second kind [26]. The zeros and poles of X are most important in the
analysis. Of particular interest are the zeros uo and ul, displayed separately. They are
defined to correspond to the Helmholtz instability (uo) and a related decreasing mode
(Ul). They can be identified via their behaviour for w + ico and M + 0 @hen uo = G l =
( l +i)/M), or for w + 0 and 1-M' = O(1) (then uo = El = ~ ~ ' + i( y 21 w lnl" U-'});
the bar means complex conjugate. The function p is related to Munt's 4 by ~ ( u=)
-k2b(-iku). Note that in Munt's paper F and ul have a different meaning. One can
now introduce the split functions p+ and F-, regular and non-zero in the halfplanes R +
and R-, respectively, such that p = p+/p-. An auxiliary function F+(-iku) (in fact the
Fourier transform of h, the vortex sheet displacement) is defined by

Now one can formulate Munt's solution (for the present case). With S taken to zero this
is given by the following:
k ( l - uM)F+(-iku)Jo(kw(u)r)
exp (-ikuz) du
MW(u)Jl(kw(u))
k(1- uoM)Jo(kw(uo)r)exp (-ikuoz)
{(U- uo)F+(-iku)},=,,
Mw(uo)Ji(kw(uo))

[

+(r, 2 ) =-.
2

1

-[

1

m+i.O

k~+(-iku)Hb2'(kv(u)r)
exp (-ikuz) du
MV( U ) H \ ~ ) ((U~))v

k Hb2'(kv (uo)r)exp (-ikuoz )
{(U- U ~ ) F + ( - ~ ~ U ) } ~ .. . ~ ] (4.13)
MV(UO)H\~'(~V(UO))
k

For small but finite S the contour of integration runs through the strip S to infinity, as
the Fourier transform of is regular inside S. For SJO one has the contour then running
just below the branch cuts along the negative real axis, just above the branch cuts along
the positive real axis, and crossing the real axis somewhere between -1 and (1+M)-'.
In the expressions (4.12) and (4.13) the relevant F+is to be substituted from expression
(4.10), or (4.1l ) , according to the edge condition applied, while the expression between
the brackets [ ]k is to be added only in the case of the Kutta condition.
In the next section approximations for F+, p-, uo and ul will be calculated. In the
subsequent section these will be used to evaluate pressure and axial velocity in the flow,
and pressure in the far field. The reason that pressure and velocity inside the flow are
both given is the following. In principle, the potential would be sufficient to describe the
field, since all other flow variables can be obtained from it by differentiation. However,
what one has here is only an approximation, and then differentiation is not always
permitted. Indeed, in the region near the tube end two length scales for z are important,
viz. the incident wave length and the pipe diameter, so differentiation with respect to z
will decrease the relative order of magnitude of some terms; as a consequence, elements

+
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of the error term of the potential may become relevant in the pressure or velocity.
Although it is possible to retain in the potential certain terms to obtain a form which
can stand differentiation, this form is complicated and not very well exploitable. It seems
therefore most sensible to present pressure and velocity separately, with all the terms
smaller than the error left aside, in the simplest form possible with the accuracy used.
5. APPROXIMATIONS FOR SMALL STROUHAL NUMBER OF THE FUNCTION X

The central idea in the construction of the approximations is a method suggested to
the author by Boersma [10]. It consists of a deformation of the contour of integration
to a region wherein one can approximate the integrand uniformly. It will be applied for
p+ and p-, and then in the same way for (I,. In fact two approximations for p,
will be utilized: one inside the pipe and in the far field (the more accurate one), and the
other one in the jet. The difference between these two is that the expression for (I,
corresponding to the first approximation contains an exponentially large error downstream of the jet, which is avoided when using the alternative.
Introduce for convenience P = ( I - M ~ ) ' ' ~ . The only conditions on M are now
expressed by 0 < M < 1, and P = O(1); M may be taken to zero, provided, of course, W
is kept small independently.
To start with, consider the contour of integration as introduced for (I, in expressions
(4.12) and (4.13). Deform this contour by semi-circular indentations into R + around
U = 1 and U =M-' and into R- around U = -1 (see Figure 2). The radii for U = *l are

R+

-- l
I-M

-I

i

Branch

.W1
"I

Figure 2. Zeros, poles and contours of integration in the complex U-plane.

O(1) and smaller than 1, and for U =M-' are O(M-l) and smaller than M-' (so that
on the new contour v ( U ) O(1) and (l- uM122 O(1)). On this deformed contour X
may be approximated by

with X = i ( 1 + 0 ( w 2 In W-')). This is seen by the following. First note that the relative
error term is, for lu I G 2 / M on the new contour,

For larger lu l on the contour v and

W

are negative purely imaginary, so that

Irel. err.(= ~~(kluI)~l(kIwI)lwI/~l(kIvI)~~(kIwI)lvl(l
-uW2,
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where In and K, are modified Bessel functions of the 1st and 2nd kind. For small klvl
and k l W l one can use the same approximation as for ( U I S 2/M, so then the relative error
is 0 ( w 2In U-'). One knows [26] that I, and K, have no positive real zeros or singularities
and furthermore have the behaviour Ko/K1+ l , I1/Io+ 1 for k lu l + CO, so for k lv l and
k I W I a 0( l ) the relative error is 0((uM)-2, S 0(W2, < 0(U ln U-').
With some algebra one can find the following approximations for the zeros uo and ul:
with L = -$In ($up eY),y = 0.5772 . . . Euler's constant, the principal branch for the
square root and uo,l = Go,l(l+ 0 ( u 2In W-')). Now one has on the deformed contour
U - uoel= (U-d0,1) (1 + 0 ( w 2In U-')). The zero U =M-' of
corresponds to the zeros
uo and ul of X , but is not a sufficiently good approximation for uoSlto retain the accuracy
used so far, as is seen from expressions (5.3). Therefore one needs
to approximate p on the new contour with p
product decompositions [26]

=

G (1+ 0 ( w 2ln U-')). With the infinite

(with j~,,,jl,, the nth zero of Jo, Jl), one can construct from
the split functions p,, viz.

fi approximations k , for

where a,,, = i(pk)- 1{j,,,2 - ( k l ~ ) ~ -) MP-~,
" ~ the bar means complex conjugate, and the
accuracy is p, = G*(l + 0 ( w 2In w-l)) on the deformed contour. This relative accuracy
and the fact that E+ is singular at U = do, which is an element of R+, may not be obvious,
but can be seen by the following arguments. One can call, for definiteness, the deformed
contour of the above the "deformed +-contour".
As is well known one can express p+ and p- exactly by the formal representation
(modulo an integral non-zero function) [25, p. 161

where for p+ one must have U E R + above the integration contour, and for p-UE R below the contour. For "opposite" values, i.e., U E R + for p,, one uses the identity
p+= pp-. The integration contour for p+ runs just below and for p- just above that
for 4 in equations (4.12) and (4.13), although in the same way with respect to the branch
cuts. If the integral of equation (5.7) does not converge, this can be cured but is not
important here. Now deform the p+-contour in the same way as before for 4 (Figure 2),
so that the deformed p+-contour is everywhere close to and just below the deformed
4-contour. Between the deformed and the old contour In p (U')is an analytic function.
(Branch cuts of v and W run along the real axis, while for 1 u f ) s 2 / M is X =
(1 - u ' ~ ) ~ v / ( k w ) + k v In
w (kv), the only relevant zero of which is divided out in p ( u l )
as the factor U'-uo.) So for U E R + above the new p+-contour (in particular for U on
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the deformed 4-contour) the integral of equation (5.7) is the same for the old and the
new contour. On this new contour approximates p , and therefore one can write, with
some mild additional assumptions concerning the error term,

where the sign c means a deformed contour according to Figure 2. Evaluation of the
final integral (close the contour via the upper half U-plane), an analogous procedure for
p- in R- and using p+= pp- yield the expressions (5.5) and (5.6). It is evident from
the above that also p-((1+M)-') = @-((l+M)-')(l+ 0 (W In W-')). For the far field one
needs the value p+ (cos 5) with 6 some real number with 0 <5 < 77-. If one assumes the
restriction that there is a positive number n of order 1 with 6 2 O(w "), then also for this
case one can use the present approximation, and one has, for all M, p+ (cost) =
COS [)(l + O(W In W-')). This is seen with the following. Whenever 0 < (1+M)-' cos 5 = O(1) the deformed p+-contour can be kept below U ' = cos 6 and the result follows
at once. When (1+M)-' -cos 5 is small or negative, the p+-contour crosses the pole
U ' = cos 5 of expression (5.7) with deformation and one obtains first p+(cos 6) =
p(cos [)c-(cos [)(l + 0 ( w 2In U - ' ) ) . Then the required result follows from the fact that
still p (cos 5) = (cos 5)(1+ 0 ( w 2In W-')), since one has p (cos 5) = X (-ik cos 5) .
(COS
5 - io)-' (COS5 - cl)-'(l+ 0 ( w 2ln W-')), while furthermore X (-ik cos 5) =
1 2 2
f(-ik cos 5) with a relative error, given by expression (5.2), which is ITk
W (cos 6)
(l- M cos [)-' In (k sin [)l S 0(W' 1n W -') because 5 2 0(W").
The approximations are now to be substituted into the integral formulations for 4,
and, via the same contour deformation as for c , one can evaluate an approximation to
G.However, an accurate approximation for p does not automatically lead to an accurately
approximated 4. Far upstream and far downstream the flow the expression for 4 consists
mainly of the contributions from residues of the poles U = -(l -M)-', (1 +M)-', uo and
ul, (among other things) through a factor exp (-ikuz). This implies that a shift of the
imaginary part of these poles induces an exponentially large error in (I, for increasing
(z(.For the present approximation the poles U = -(l -M)-' and (1+M)-' are not
approximated, so upstream one will meet no such difficulty, but downstream the shift
of the poles U = uo and ul to M-' will obviously limit the validity of the solution there.
Therefore an effort has been made to find an alternative approximation to p to remedy
this shortcoming. This was indeed possible (see below), but at the expense of a larger
relative error, viz. O(w ln-'l2 W - l ) instead of 0 ( w 2 ln W-'). So this new one is not
usefully applied everywhere. One can therefore use the above approximation where
possible (upstream inside the pipe, and in the far field outside the instability region) and
the other one (to be presented below) in the jet. Inside the instability cone the far field
will not be considered, being a poor representation of reality anyway.
The alternative approximations to p+ and p- are as follows. The lines of argument
are the same as for
above so only the results are presented. The zeros uo and ul are
now assumed to be known exactly:

c

c,

all with a relative accuracy of O(w ln-1/2w-' ). The approximation to p- turns out to be
identical to C- of expression (5.6). It is to be noted that in reference [l11 this second
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approximation is not included, and, consequently, the region of validity of the solution
downstream had to be limited.
One is now ready to evaluate the approximations of the physical variables under
consideration. For the field inside the flow one follows the same procedure as above for
p . The contour rl, is deformed (Figure 2) to open the possibility of applying the approximations of p , and of u - UOJ;the crossing of the pole u = uo must be taken into account
in the case of the unstable (Kutta condition) solution. The far field is obtained by direct
substitution of the present approximations for p* and uoSlinto the stationary phase far
field approximation for rl,.
6. THE FIELD INSIDE THE FLOW AND THE FAR FIELD

The evaluation of the integrals obtained is standard and need not be mentioned here.
One finds

a

--&(r,
az

z 3 0 ) = 2ik(l + M ) J L - $ T ~ exp (-ikulz)

-

pk(r,z SO) =

2ikM2
(1 -M)P

xl (r, i)+ o(kw in U-'),

2
M ~ ( ~ ~ exp
- u[-ikcJ
~ )

1- M

(=)

+ rel. err. 0 (w ln-l/2 w-l),

112

] . {(1-rdM)2
(MO) exp [-ikuo(z -PCJ)]
W
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a
2
-c$k(r,~sO)=
exp [-ikcJ
az
M(uo- ul)
- u l ( l -uiM)

w2(u1)

(=)l

-

] (UO(lw2(uo)

112
~

2ik
exp [-ikul(z -PC~)I]--L (I,

P

exp [-ikuo(z -PCj)]

i)

+ rel. err. O ( o ~ n - "W-'),
~
a
ik
-c$k(r, z ~ o ) = M
exp [--z]
az
I+M

(6.7)

+M exp

ik

-2

ik

-cJ]
P

2ik

(I,;)

Representations of the constant CJ are

(6.9)
The functions COand Cl are defined by

m

C
m=l

Jo(ri1.m) exp (z'j1.m)

C1(r,zf)=

9

m

il,m(l +il,mIio,m)

II

n=l
n#m

(6.11)

(1+j~,mIio,n)(l
-il,mIj~,n)

while CL,, (r, z') = (a/azl)C , , (r, 2'). Furthermore, it may be noted that,
CO(r, z') and Cl (r, z') - z' + C j represent the same function analytic in z'.

for any r < l ,

It is interesting to observe that the rather crude approximations
only correct for large n, give the promising result CJ -4n-I - 1= 0.2732 . . . , which is
only 7% in error. It may therefore be useful, to obtain explicit figures with the least
numerical effort, to apply this approximation (6.12) in C, and Cl. On the pipe axis r = 0
one can express the derivatives 1:and
then entirely in elementary functions, and 1,
and Cl nearly entirely. After some algebra one finds

JT

exp(-am')

l.

2 0 ( 0 , ~ '=) 7
n

t2 l n t

1+dt
2 arctan (45sinh (inz '))l

n
= 0.3897 - 0 . 6 6 9 6 ~ ' + 0 ( ~ ' ~ for
) z'+

0,

(6.13)
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Use is made of the identity

In Figure 3, these f,,,, together with the original C,,, are plotted on a logarithmic
as approximating E,,,, is seen to be quite good.
scale. The accuracy of

to,,,

Figure 3. The auxiliary functions I, (0, z') ( z ' z 0 ) and
approximations f, (0, z ') and f , (0, z ' ) (6.13) and (6.14).

xi (0, r ' ) (zl<O) (6.10) and (6.11), a ~ their
~ d

The expressions (6.1), (6.3), (6.5) and (6.7) with expression (5.3) show that (except
far downstream) the instability waves are absent from the pressure and consist purely
of a convected vorticity pattern. More physical information provided by the expressions
(6.1)-(6.8) is given by the following quantities:
the impedance at z = 0: Z =Z*/poco = Mp(r, O)/&(r, 0),

Z,

ik

=-C,
P

(r, 0 ) + 0 ( w 2 l n w 1 ) ;

(6.16)

the reflection coefficient R for pressure: quotient of the complex amplitudes of reflected
and primary wave,
R,= --1+ M exp

l-M
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the end correction I: point l = z mod r p 2 / k where primary and reflected pressure waves
are 180" out of phase,

Observe that "basic" variables such as pressure and velocity are approximated uniformly
in M ; this is not always true of such "secondary" quantities as the end correction.
These impedances, reflection coefficients and end corrections in expressions (6.15)(6.20) show how sensitive the solution is in (at least) the small Strouhal number range
to the edge condition. One can conclude that, if possible, experimental data should
include in some way information concerning the actual edge behaviour. It is otherwise
virtually impossible to verify analytical calculations of the present type experimentally.
Of course, on the other hand, as soon as experiments have confirmed the present results
in sufficient detail, the results can be used to estimate in future experiments what the
edge behaviour must be.
It is fascinating to see that the non-uniform behaviour of the limit (k, M) + (0,O) in
the hydrodynamic sense corresponds to non-uniform behaviour also acoustically. For
k + 0 with w + a ( M << k, without vortex shedding) one obtains the no-flow case to which
is associated an end correction of l. = 0.6133 . . . [27]; for k + 0 with w + 0 (k M )
sufficiently fast one has a case of incompressible flow with an end correction depending
on the edge condition: I = Cj = 0.2554 (Kutta), l = JZ (stable), etc. This non-uniform
behaviour could be observed already in X of expression (4.9). For M = 0 and finite k
the factor (1 - UM)' becomes unity and consequently for large lul of expression (5.1)
does not approximate X any more.
The present approximations for p , and uoSl are also applicable to the far field
expressions, and give in a very straightforward way useful results. This is discussed briefly
in what follows. A further analogous treatment of the far field has been given by Cargill
[121.
Define r = P sin [, z = 7 cos 5 with 0 < 6 < T . "Far field" here means the leading
order term in the asymptotic evaluation for kr + a.The error term will implicitly be
understood and will not be mentioned. One knows from Munt [ l ] that the method of
stationary phase provides the following result. Not close to 5 = r (to stay outside the
pipe), and sufficiently far from 5 = 0 (i.e., not close to 5 = 0 to stay outside the flow for
the stable case, and cos 6 <;&[l + luo12-{(luo12 - 112+4 (Im uo)2} 1/2]1/2 for any unstable
case to stay away from the instability wave which does not represent reality very well
far downstream), the far field is given by
iw2 F+(-ik cos 5) exp (-ikf)
T sin 5
~ ? ' ( ksin 5)
ki

p(P, [) = --.

For small w (and hence small k = wM) this becomes, (with e_xpressions (5.3), (5.5) and
(5.6) and the discussion in the middle of section 5, for 6 B w J ~ / pin the Kutta condition
case and for 5 2 O(wn)for some n = O(1) in the stable case),
5)=$k2(1+M)

+

exp (-ikr) 1- M cos 5 iw fi
kr
( l - M cos 5)'
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pk (F,6) =%k

,exp (-iki)
kT
X

1
( l -M cos 5) eap [-ik

,

(-)ll +-MM

112

(1+0(w~lnw-~)).

1

CJ +ikpCJ cos 5

(6.23)

The intensity of the free space radiation [19, p. 431 is then F* = p ~ ~ :=f$poUNlpI2,

- k 2 (~ 1 + ~ ) , (l+ 0 ( w 2ln U-')),
Is =8 i 2 ( l - M cos 6)'

- k 2 ~ l
(1 + 0 ( w 2ln U-')).
Ik=8 i 2 (l- M cos O4
The difference between these two is clearly a factor (1+M)-' and a squared Doppler
factor, associated with the convected vortices, which provide, especially for high Mach
number, a significantly different directivity.
It has been shown by Cargill [l21 that expression (6.25) agrees remarkably well with
Munt's numerical results and with experiments even for w up to two.
A comparison of the field in the ilow is given in Figures 4 and 5. The corresponding
values of uo and ul are given in Table 1. In Figure 4, the Kutta condition pressure field
(6.5) and (6.6), and the stable variant (6.1) and (6.2), are plotted together with experimental data obtained by Moore ([16], Figure 20). Inside the pipe the experimental and
theoretical maxima are matched to determine the amplitudes. For esthetic reasons (the
error is basically the same) the downstream part of the solution is matched at the pipe
exit to the upstream part to remove the discontinuity at z = 0, which is inherent to the
approximate character of the solution. Even though the occurring Strouhal numbers are
not really small (they vary from 0.56 to 1.12), the agreement of the Kutta condition

Axial distance, z

Figure 4. Axial variation of sound pressure level on jet centre-line ( r = 0). Comparison between experiments
Kutta condition, equations (6.5) and (6.6); . . . , stable,
equations (6.1) and (6.2)). Amplitudes are found from the measured maxima in z < O . The outside fields (6.5)
and (6.1) are matched to (6.6) and (6.2), respectively, at z = 0.

(0,
Moore's [l61 Figure 20) and present analysis (-,
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Figure 5. Axial variation of velocity fluctuations (20 loglo ~$J?ab,l)on jet centre-line (r = 0).Comparison
Moore's [l61 Figure 22) and present analysis (-,
Kutta condition, equations (6.7)
between experiments (0,
and (6.8); . . ., stable, equations (6.3) and (6.4)). Amplitudes are found from the corresponding pressure
.
outside fields (6.7) and (6.3) are matched to (6.8) and
measurements (ak = 2.5 X I O - ~ ,a, = 1.25 X I O - ~ ) The
(6.4), respectively, at z = 0.

TABLE 1
The values of uo and ul (zeros of ~ ( u ) equation
,
(4.9))
corresponding to Figures 4 and 5

solution inside the pipe is quite reasonable. In view of the fact that only the Kutta
condition gives a reflection coefficient of unity and hence an interference pattern inside
the pipe with deep minima, the depth of the measured minima indeed indicates this
condition to be appropriate. Also outside the pipe the unstable solution fits the measurements best, although now only qualitatively. An instability wave practically absent in
pressure for the first diameters downstream is predicted, but measured is a morq ,upstream
starting point. No tendency of improvement for decreasing Strouhal number is showing.
A much better agreement with the instability wave is found for the velocity. For one
Strouhal number and Mach number combination a comparison could be made with
measured velocity fluctuations. This is shown in Figure 5 (equations (6.3), (6.4), (6.7),
(6.8)) and Moore's [l61 Figure 22. Since only measurements were available on the jet
centre line outside the pipe, the excitation amplitude was taken from the corresponding
pressure measurements. The dimensionless amplitude for the Kutta condition solution
was found to be 2.5 X I O - ~ and
,
for the stable solution 1.25 X I O - ~Again,
.
the fields are
matched at z = 0. Now the Kutta condition solution outside the pipe is clearly seen to
agree quite well with the measurements.
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From the theory, a purely convective vorticity distribution (i.e., velocity without
pressure fluctuations) along the first few diameters of the jet is expected, but this is
apparently not found in practice. This discrepancy could be due to the finite Strouhal
number, or the actual non-uniform mean velocity profile; however, the few experiments
available in this low Strouhal number regime do not permit a conclusive explanation.
7. CONCLUSIONS

A small Strouhal number w asymptotic analysis has been made of a simple acoustic
wave-pipe-jet flow interaction model. The starting point was Munt's [l]acoustically
exact formal solution in a form with and without the Kutta condition applied (but with
Jones and Morgan's causality condition as adopted by Munt ignored). The velocity and
pressure fields inside the pipe and the pressure far field were calculated with a relative
error of 0 ( w 2ln W-'), while the field in the je.t \..as calculated with a relative error of
O ( o ln-'l2 m-'). Impedance at the pipe mouth, reflection coefficient upstream inside the
pipe, end correction and far field intensity were derived. To quantify the effect of Kutta
condition all quantities were calculated for both the stable case (no vortex shedding,
pressure singular at the pipe edge) and the Kutta condition case (unstable, pressure finite
at the edge).
The Kutta condition affects all the quantities significantly and as a conclusion, at least
in the small Strouhal number range, the edge condition must be considered as essential.
Therefore, in experiments information on the behaviour near the edge should be sought
wherever possible.
The behaviour of the exact solution is shown to be non-uniform for the limit of
Helmholtz and Mach number both tending to zero. As an example, the dimensionless
end correction may become both 0.6133 for w + m and 0.2554 (or indeed some other
value for other edge conditions) for w +O. Therefore it seems sensible to present data
as function of Strouhal number rather than Helmholtz number in case of small but
non-zero Mach number.
Comparison with experiments of the field inside the flow showed, except for a pressure
dip immediately downstream the exit, a good agreement.
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